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Android: Robin is the latest Android app to try and become the really interactive voice-based personal assistant that Android needs, and it does the job pretty well. The app will dig up local traffic information, help you find fuel and parking near you or your destination, weather conditions and more. Robin even learns that you use it, so it can answer your questions more accurately
over time. In my tests, Robin worked pretty well - not perfectly, but enough that it's definitely worth a look if you want the personal assistant app you use and had some extra features. Ask Robin to find the nearest parking, and the app will discover garages and stations near you along with how much each costs. If you don't like the possibilities, ask if there's anything cheaper? And
Robin will be looking for more reasonable options. Ask what downtown traffic looks like and a full traffic report will be completed, which includes reported incidents. Robin can also open apps, play music or even read you the Twitter feed (once approved) or view your Facebook feed on the screen. You can even tell Robin to post on Twitter or Facebook for you, even though the app
doesn't seem capable of sending SMS messages or emails for you. You can use Robin to set up alerts or reminders so you don't forget something, which is quite useful. Some quirks worth noting: Robin says you can wave your hand on display twice (as you can see in a promo video) to get the app's attention. It never worked for me, and often means things like what parking is
closest to - my favorite restaurant just returned results close to my current location. Asking for downtown traffic has turned on traffic within a 50-miles radius, and while Robin is clearly best used when driving, a lot of its features require you to touch the screen once it hands you over to your music player or other app. Even so, Robin is completely free and is so much closer to being
a real hands-off, an interactive assistant doing the job of researching directions, traffic, and parking for us while we drive or keeping our eyes on the road. If you don't have Google Now on your jelly be candy or rooted ICS phone, take a look. We don't see it replacing our favorite Android assistant, Vlingo, but it's definitely worth looking at if you want an alternative. Android 4.1 Jelly
Be candy has some cool features, but it won't be out until July for Nexus... Read MoreRovin | Google Play August 30, 2007 6 minutes read opinions expressed by entrepreneurial contributors are their own. It's the morning of the big call. You made your stuff and went to bed early, even if you didn't get much sleep. Now you're hovering by the phone, waiting for it to ring, thinking
about anything that might prevent you from establishing a great kinship. Maybe he'll sound like Elmer Fudd. Or worse, maybe I am. Either way, an important relationship is about to be made, an invisible sight. And Will play a big part. How can you prevent your voice from sabotaging everything from business conversations to presentations? Use these tips to work on your voice,
instead of letting it work on you. 1. Get up and try to shine. After bed, touch the toilet for some heating. Look at you in the mirror and take deep breaths. Are your shoulders going up while you're inhaling? Don't let them. Stand up straight, relax and let your breathing go low. It should feel like it's getting into your body around your waist, not being pulled down your throat. 2. Keep it
up. Not only does the slack seem like you don't care, but it also prevents your lungs from filling up. Full lungs prevent your voice from cracking, make you sound louder and prevent you from running out of air. When you realize you're hunched over while on the phone, sit down and straighten your spine to allow more energy to come across. 3. Support can be beautiful. Some
people are blessed with resounding voices like James Earl Jones or Lauren Bacall. Most of us don't. But instead of throwing in the towel, try wrapping it around your waist. Breathe low and gently expand your abs and bypasses. Relax, leave and pretend the grandmother is like the waistline of your sweatpants. You can feel it growing a little wider. So open up and nothing more.
Now I'm going back. This time, use your abs to expand your waist. You'll also feel the downward push of your lower abs. Use this technique for more power and louder sound. 4. Open up. When you get nervous, your voice gets squeaky and we die high. Not the safe picture you want to project. And the more you try to control it by force, you start to lose it completely. The cure: Low
breathing, gently using your lower abs to push down and relax. And always let your throat be open and we'll get out of stress. An open throat protects your voice and produces a richer sound. 5. Variety is the key. You want to control your entire audience? Speak in a monotonous voice, and you can send a group of 2,000 people to Dreamland. Especially when working on the
phone, this dead air may not be your client pondering. Try listening to snoring. To prevent this, keep in mind the 4P of vocal variety: Pace: Talk too fast and it sounds like you're nervous or selling used cars trying to make a quick one. If the pace is too slow, you're going to sound like a village idiot. Make your voice heard too low and no one will hear you. Too high a thing and you
sound nervous. Breaks: Build them into your speech - sparingly. If the breaks are too short, it'll sound like you're struggling for words. But some well-timed breaks create a sense of intrigue and curiosity. Passion: This important feature will be the biggest selling point you have. Love your subject. 6. Get rid of the nose. There's a problem if your voice sounds disturbing. Fran
Dresher's. If you're a crybab, try this: a sooth. Feel your mouth wide open. You wouldn't feel that kind of space if you though. The soft palate - a flap of skin on the roof back of your mouth - lifts and allows the air to float up into each compartment of your head, resulting in a full, resounding sound. It's like a little trapdoor that can open and close. Conversely, when the soft estrest
drops, the air current is blocked from the head, and the paper can only pass from the nose. For a quick fix, say ing-ah. Alyde Ing is straight into haha, and don't break them into two sounds. Feel what's going on in your mouth. Baing, the back of your tongue is pressed against your soft palate and no air can get into your head. It's a nose. When you say oh, the tongue peels off the
roof and allows the sound to pick up. 7. Change your accent. How boring the world would be if we all sounded the same. But if your native language is hidden, you need to fix it. The process would have been called an elimination accent, but change is a more accurate term. Spend some meetings with a voice coach who can give you the basic sounds of English, help you express
her most confusing words and model them for you, face to face. 8. Adjust your tone. The ability to adjust your tone to any situation is paramount to successful business communication. If you sound monotonous, inefficient or annoying, you could lose a customer. If your tone is faultless, they think you're bored. If you sound angry or bullying, this aggressive style can turn them off.
But if you can adjust your tone to any event, you'll win the day. Learn how to sound enthusiastic even if you'd rather be anywhere else. 9. Keep it beeping. Leaving a great voice message is essential. If you sound positive, polished and professional, people will get a wonderful first vocal impression. Leave your name clearly. I'll get it if you have to. Leave your phone number, twice.
Briefly tell them what you can do for them. Let them know when you can be reached, or ask them for the best time to call back. Be brief, but not vague. 10. It is, in fact, about you. The most important tip is to be authentic. Take the time to find what's unique about you - your sense of humor, your new confidence, your life. Stop trying to sound like a fake announcer. Controlling these
tips for vocal power will soon become second nature. And if your potential client does sound like Elmer Fudd, well, know that your new voice skills will make an excellent first impression. Noeli, I'm sorry. Douglas Anderson is president of Your Voice Coach, a consulting firm whose clients range from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies. His detailed plans and list of services can be
found on his website, www.yourvoicecoach.com. By ExtremeTech Team on December 20, 2004 at 12:00 PM on this site may earn partners from the links on this page. Terms of Use. Large companies like SBC Communications, Verizon Communications and Qwest Communications International will have a harder time controlling the voice protocol market over Internet (VOIP). The
lack of taxation and regulation will offer more benefits to the self-employed. VOIP providers also plan to offer services over Wi-Fi networks. Read the full story about VOIP in a technology review For more VoIP stories, check out ExtremeVoIP. Company: Bigstep.comAge: 27Has Held Title for:10 Months Previous title: Web Producer/editorDegree: BA, Wasser College has a great lot
of noise online. If you want your audience to hear you above all that noise, you need a loud, clear voice. Alicia Doherty delivers that voice to Bigstep.com (formerly known as the Springfield Project). She's in charge of content in this young internet outfit, which helps small businesses become electronic businesses. Every word on our site should help create a positive user
experience. We have a lot of engineers and designers on staff – the people who make Bigstaff what she is. My job is to explain, in plain English, what our site can do. How does your voice sound? What's great about working at Bigstaff is that it's really not a struggle to be heard. We all have a say in making decisions. Everyone here works in the same office as the CEO: I can just
go and give him an idea. We all have a voice. Did you ever give Cole a rest? The ear is just as important as the voice. I need to be able to listen to our target audience. Internet communication is a two-way process. Process.
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